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 You are about to change the way you facet 
and polish gemstones by using a Lightning 
Lap (LL). 

 
We have all wished to eliminate the need for 
multiple lap changes. The cutting edge of the 
“Lightning Lap” is now here. Amazing you say? 

Unique qualities of the LL: Harder than cast iron. 
high temp resistant, non-conductive, and non-
corrosive. Will not retain diamond particles after 
thorough cleaning! 
 

With the LL-Natural, you may use Cerium, 
Aluminum, or Tin oxides, Voodoo™ Polish, Diamond 
(1200 to 200k), dry diamond grits  & sprays, The 
BEAST™, BATTStiks™, DiaStik, Mirror Blend. Any 
polish may be used on the Natural side of the 
Lightning Lap™.  
 
Lubricants used on the LL surface: -- Clean 
Filtered, or Distilled water with Woolite™, Jet Dry™, 
or similar surfactants for oxides. For diamond use, 
Baby Oil (mineral oil), or liquid paraffin, Silicone 
Extender, Olive oil, WD40,  TREWAX™ (contains 
Carnauba).  
 
Gem materials cut/polished, on the LL (and still 
growing!):--Quartz, Opal, Tourmaline, Moldavite, 
Garnet, Glass, Sunstone, Zircon, Sapphire, 
Spessertite Garnet, Tsavorite, Ant Hill Garnet, 
Rhodolite Garnet, Syn. Corundum, Emerald, 
Scapolite, Sphene, Tanzanite, Topaz, Rutile 
(titania), Spinel, Syn. Spinel, Peridot, Golden Beryl, 
YAG, Cristinite, CZ, Fluorite, Jewelite... Get the Free 
download, “LL-Polishing Chart” available for from 
the LL shopping cart. Choose “Other” payment 
option at check-out. 
 
The LL-Natural is easy to change from one 
polish to another: Scrub the using a 3M scrubber, 
and  lava soap, “Bartender’s Friend” or similar 
gritty kitchen cleanser. Use water to flush the LL 
clean before applying the next polish.  
 
 
 

Most gems can be cut with a 600 steel, then a 1200 
pre-polish, and polished with diamond-50k or finer 
&  mineral oil. Or use the coated, LL-CeOX or 
Alumina oxide laps for final polish. Small facets can 
often be cut and polished simultaneously, saving a 
lot of lap changes.   

Use diamond on the Natural Laps only! Burnish 
evenly with oil as lubricant. Apply pressure with 
the small flat end of a Boron Stick (BS), corundum, 
or Synthetic such as CZ.  Use light pressure to 
sweep from arbor spindle to the edge of the lap. 
Repeat with reverse rotation. 

If  sharp swarf manages to stick in the surface of 
the LL, run the lap forward and reverse with water 
drip and a Boron Stick or a synthetic material to 
dislodge the fragment. 
 
On Natural laps, apply diamond grits with oil and 
burnish with a Boron Stick. During polishing, a 
strong, pull or tugging will be felt. Use a “light” 
touch, as the LL is an aggressive lap requiring VERY 
LITTLE HAND PRESSURE! Applying too much 
pressure will cause an over-run of the facet meets; 
Dop joint failure; or unwanted scratches!  

If using Carnauba waxes, apply as instructed by 
Mfgr. Press-in diamond with a Boron Stick, or 
synthetic boule. Use water drip for lubricant and 
swarf-flushing action during polishing. 
 
HARD~STONES: Corundum-CZ-Spinel-Synthetics-  
Use  325, 600, 1200 steel, 3k-LL-steel-copper, 
followed by 8k, 14k, & 50k on the LL. Dividing the 
LL into inner and outer bands with two or more 
polishes is possible. 
 
A1, A2Brutus, and A3Angus LL polishing laps are 
preferred by many  for Tourmaline, CZ, Spinel, 
various Synthetics and other hard gem rough. 
 
 Quartz-family gem rough should be polished on 
the  LL-CeOx laps.  
 
 
 

After polishing facet mains with oxide-coated 
LLs, you can cut & polish small to avg. facets 
without a lap change. Leave room to squirm 
between tiers! Opal, Glass, Topaz and Sunstone 
have been conquered by the Lightning lap polishing 
system.  

The LL CeOx has a “white or cream-color”surface 
while the Natural, greenish-yellow is on the reverse 
side. 

DO NOT RUN THE LL DRY! Sanding, or otherwise 
dry polishing of the LL material without use  of 
water, oil, or wet slurries while polishing will 
damage the lap surface! And with diamond 
polishing, harder stones will heat up without 
proper coolant.  

Use only water, or brushed/sprayed oxide 
slurries, or BATTSTIK™ oxide products  on the 
coated side of the LL!  

To make an Oxide polish amendment:  To 2oz. 
(58grams) distilled water, place a few drops of 
Woolite, or Jet Dry, + 1- 3 Tsp. 99.9% pure 
“optical”-grade Cerium or Aluminum oxide. The 
mixture should look like milk.  

Brush or spray on the Natural LL or coated laps.  Do 
not run the brush into  the outermost, ¾” path of 
the LL! Swarf collects there! Run a drip in this area 
to flush the swarf away. 

Lap Speed: 100-300 rpm for most materials; 600 
rpm+ for corundum. If you have received a lap with 
either (Cxx or C2)  on the back of an LL-Ceox lap, 
use lap speeds of 800-1000 rpm with a plenty of 
water drip. This newest coating is designed for 
higher operating speeds.  

 

Clean all Laps,  tools,  machine parts, 
and hands  carefully before 

attempting to apply another polish to 
your natural Lightning Lap! 
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Important Notes!!!!! 
 If your LL comes with a Cerium Oxide treatment on 
one side, this works best for polishing the Quartz 
family. This cerium coating is made from the 
highest quality 99.9% Optical-Grade Cerium 
available. However, the coating is thin which 
promotes remarkably flat facets. The same is true 
with the LL- Alumina Coating treatments. These 
coatings will eventually wear with use and can be 
“renewed”.  And, should it be necessary, standard 
Natural LLs can also be machined to restore a flat, 
smooth surface. Please Contact Lightning Lap for 
details.  
  
 
 

LL-LITES AND OXIDE COATINGS 
 
The LL-Lite is a strong, thin, topper designed as an 
inexpensive, durable alternative for polishing a 
host of gemstones. Place  just a few drops of water 
or oil between the LL-Lite and the master lap for a 
secure, flat surface. The LL-Lite is very rigid and 
will not roll up like Ultra Laps often do.  
 
The oxide coatings are very durable. As with all 
laps, the species and size and number of stones 
polished determines the life of the lap. Only water 
is required as lubricant. Do not use distillates!  
 
Occasionally, some of the oxide coated surfaces 
may require a little light burnishing to make ready 
for polishing. Burnish briefly along with plenty of 
water drip, using either wettable fine sandpaper 
wrapped around a block of wood, or a boron stick, 
a smooth piece of corundum, quartz, or CZ.  
 
With gemstones, "Polishing IS Everything!" Each 
species has certain basic requirements. But new 
techniques and different polishing mediums are 
often necessary. So Lightning Lap has endeavored 
to provide a variety of polishing surfaces to help 
you make a perfect polish on your gemstones.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Choose from the following coated surfaces: 

Cerium- Ceox99.9% optical-grade, 7.5 mohs polish 
- quartz family, including sunstone, glass, opal, and 
beryl polishes nicely with the LL-Ceox. 
 
OXO- a special compounding of optical-grade 
oxides to be used when nothing else seems to work; 
great for pesky “tables” and other large facets;  a 
very useful tool in your lapidary quiver.  
 
A1-Alox {Linde-A} 0.3 micron, finest grade of 
aluminum oxide grit;  9 mohs hardness; used for a 
variety of gemstone materials including Tsavorite 
garnet, peridot, and sometimes quartz. 
 
A2-BRUTUS- our most aggressive form of alumina 
polish with 9 mohs hardness, currently offered by 
Lightning Lap . Is used to effect a perfect polish on 
Emerald and all variations of Beryl, Tourmaline, 
Quartz, Spinel, CZ, and surprisingly, even soft 
stones like fluorite. Pre-polishing is recommended, 
with either 1200 or 3k prior to using the A2-
BRUTUS.  
 
A3-ANGUS- has a medium sized, 9 mohs alumina 
grit polish of the highest quality. Pre-polish with 
1200 or 3k before using the A3-ANGUS. Pull a 
rabbit out of a hat with this polishing lap!  
 
LL-NATURAL- Lightning Lap. Use with diamond 
grits from 1200-coarse to 200k-fine, or oxide 
slurries..  Just clean thoroughly before applying the 
next polish. Use mineral oil as lubricant with 
diamond powders, Diastik™, diamond sprays and 
various other diamond pastes such as the BEAST™. 
Refer to page one for more polishing options.  

    
 

 

 

 

 

~~~GUARANTEE~~~~ 

If  your  Lightning Lap product has failed in 
any way,  please contact us. 

Provide a detailed description of the problem, 
along with a good digital photo if possible. 

Replacements due to lap failure are assured. 

Recoating of worn out LL Lite toppers can be 
done for half the cost of a new one. 

Repairs or recoating of standard LL laps is 
generally less than half the cost of a new lap. 

Please contact us first for details and 
instructions regarding the return of your 
worn out or damaged laps. 
 

Our goal is your success and satisfaction, 
“Because polishing IS everything!” 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


